At Cambridge University Press, we are driven by a simple goal: to create resources for teachers and students to ignite a curiosity and love for learning. As England enters a new educational chapter, we are publishing a comprehensive suite of blended print and digital resources matched specifically to the new Key Stage 4 curriculum in mathematics, available from early 2015.

Written by an experienced author team of teachers, partners and advisers, our mathematics resources have a strong focus on the development of problem-solving skills, fluency and mathematical reasoning. With progression at the heart, we provide the tools for students to become independent learners, encouraging them to understand the relevance of mathematics in the real world by demonstrating its application, purpose and context. Simple and affordable, our bespoke content builds on Key Stage 3 knowledge and supports navigation and delivery of the new subject content and assessment objectives.
### Key curriculum changes

**Progress measures**
* New grading system from 1–9.
* Progress 8: new accountability progression measures in 8 subjects.
* No national curriculum levels.
* Increase of approximately 15% in subject content.
* Changes in content include:
  - material from the Higher paper moving down to the Foundation paper.
  - more demanding material in the Higher paper, which has moved down from A Level.
  - brand new content and topics in both Higher and Foundation papers.

**Exam structure**
* Fully linear course.
* No November re-sits until post-16.
* Only the first exam sitting will count towards the school league tables.

**Content changes**
* Tracking students’ progression may be more difficult.
* Teaching style may need to be altered. Instead of teaching in distinct sections for modules, there will be a cumulative build up to the final exams.

### Implications for maths teachers

* A new and unfamiliar grading system.
* Predicting and understanding what grades mean may be more difficult.
* With no national curriculum levels or modular exams, teachers may have to re-think how they assess, monitor and track progress.
* Suggested increase in extra teaching time.
* Teaching may become more challenging with more demanding content to be taught, including new topics that some teachers won’t have taught before.

### Our solutions

#### GCSE Mathematics Online
* Includes a range of differentiated preset quizzes and a test generator so teachers can compile their own assessments.
* Inbuilt reporting allows teachers to track students’ work and progression, so areas of strength and weakness can be easily identified.
* Allows teachers to create and set tasks for lessons, auto-mark, report on tests and homework and review student performance.

#### GCSE Mathematics Assessment and Progress Tracker
* Includes extensive reporting on individual and class results to aid in assessing, monitoring and tracking student progress.

#### Free Teacher’s Resource
* Provides teaching ideas and advice to support teachers in their planning and delivery of the course.
* Includes ideas of how to introduce topics, how to make the most of questions in the Student Books and how to extend or amend for their students.
* Includes guidance on how to use and extend investigations and questions in the Student Books.
* Is a combined Higher and Foundation tier resource so teachers have full coverage of both.

#### Brand new resources
* Brand new bespoke material, written specifically developed for the new linear qualifications.
* Resources include full coverage of the new GCSE specifications and support delivery of new GCSE content and assessment objectives.
* Progress is at the heart of our resources, with progress tracking tools to help teachers monitor student progress.
* Links are formed between different topics via cross-topic questions in our Student Books and Problem-solving Books, as well as advice in our Teacher’s Resources, while exam-style questions prepare students for assessment.
* Resources developed to be mature enough for use by sixth form students, if they require them.

#### Student Books
* Progress focused.
* Includes a Launchpad feature at the beginning of each chapter to help students find their appropriate starting point, to optimise progress and promote independent learning.

#### Problem-solving Books
* Problem-solving and reasoning skills embedded throughout our resources.

#### Problem-solving and reasoning skills
* A variety of questions for students to extend their work on problem-solving strategies and expose them to different types of problems in different contexts.
* Broad questions with commentaries help students develop the skills needed to effectively solve problems including reasoning, interpreting, estimating and communication skills which now have greater emphasis in the new AO2 and AO3.

#### Student Books
* A strong focus on the development of problem-solving skills; fluency and mathematical reasoning will help students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically.
* Problem-solving content is presented within a framework so that students build up the skills and techniques required to answer further problem-solving questions without assistance.

#### CPD training and partnerships
* Cambridge University Press will be offering CPD training from 2015 onwards in collaboration with NRICH, an organisation that provides support for both teachers and learners of maths. Available nationwide during the 2015 summer term and delivered by NRICH, our CPD training will address the content of the new GCSE curriculum and focus on key areas including problem-solving, reasoning and fluency.
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